
Red Himalaya®

Yield



Start of harvest: 
6-10 June

Peak harvest: 
15-19 June

End of harvest: 
28-30 June

Red Himalaya, Plared 64, is a premium variety of strawberry. Despite its late maturity, it only needs 800 hours 
of chilling. A rustic plant, it is quite tolerant to soil diseases and mites, making it ideal for open field cultivation. 
Its bright red, very shiny, firm fruits are of a high calibre and have an excellent shelf-life.

INTRODUCTION

SUGGESTED PLANTING

Average production:
Soil: 775 g/plant

Medium size and erect behaviour plant

Adapted for soil production

VARIETY CHARACTERISTICS

Brix:
9.2º

Average weight of the fruit:
20.6 g 

Conical and shiny red fruit

Bareroots:
From July to August

Plug plant:
From July to August



PRODUCTION CURVES

The data included in this fact sheet are the average results obtained with plantations in the R&D test field of Planasa.
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PLANASA.COM

"The data and results contained in this document are for information purposes only and are NOT 
CONTRACTUAL. These data have been obtained under specific and controlled conditions. Plants belong to the 
domain of the living and are affected, in their productive process, by a plurality of factors such as climatic and 
geographical conditions, field management or soil characteristics. Therefore, Planasa DOES NOT GUARANTEE 
that the results of your operation will be obtained, even if the indications contained herein have been followed. 
We recommend that you make an appointment with a Planasa technical advisor to visit a nearby farm and 
evaluate the planting of the variety".


